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W O R D S AT P L AY

Dale Jacobs

More Than Words:
Comics as a Means of
Teaching Multiple Literacies

O

Historically, comics have been viewed as a “debased or simplified word-based literacy,” explains
Dale Jacobs, who considers comics to be complex, multimodal texts. Examining Ted Naifeh’s Polly
and the Pirates, Jacobs shows how comics can engage students in multiple literacies, furthering
meaning-making practices in the classroom and beyond.

ver the last several years, comics
have been an ever more visible and
well-regarded part of mainstream
culture. Comics are now reviewed
in major newspapers and featured on the shelves of
independent and chain bookstores. Major publishing houses such as Pantheon publish work in the
comics medium, including books such as Marjane
Satrapi’s Persepolis and David B.’s Epileptic. Educational publishers such as Scholastic are also getting
in on the act; in January 2005, Scholastic launched
its own graphic novels imprint, Graphix, with the
publication of Jeff Smith’s highly acclaimed Bone
series. At the NCTE Annual Convention, graphic
novels and comics are displayed in ever greater
numbers. School and public libraries are building
graphic novels collections to try to get adolescents
into the library. Comics have, indeed, emerged
from the margins into the mainstream.
With all this activity and discussion surrounding comics, it is timely to consider how we as
literacy teachers might think about the practice of
using comics in our classrooms and how this practice fits into ongoing debates about comics and literacy. In examining these links between theory and
practice, I wish to move beyond seeing the reading
of comics as a debased or simplified word-based literacy. Instead, I want to advance two ideas: (1) reading comics involves a complex, multimodal
literacy; and (2) by using comics in our classrooms,
we can help students develop as critical and
engaged readers of multimodal texts.

The History of Attitudes toward
Comics and Literacy
Prior to their current renaissance, comics were often
viewed, at best, as popular entertainment and, at
worst, as a dangerous influence on youth. Such attitudes were certainly prevalent in the early 1950s
when comics were at their most popular, with critics such as Fredric Wertham voicing the most
strenuous arguments against comics in his 1954
book Seduction of the Innocent (for an extended discussion of this debate, see Dorrell, Curtis, and Rampal). Wertham baldly asserts that “[c]omic books
are death on reading” (121). He goes on, “Reading
troubles in children are on the increase. An important cause of this increase is the comic book. A very
large proportion of children who cannot read well
habitually read comic books. They are not really
readers, but gaze mostly at the pictures, picking up
a word here and there. Among the worst readers is a
very high percentage of comic-book addicts who
spend very much time ‘reading’ comic books. They
are book-worms without books” (122). According
to this thinking, children who read comic books are
not really reading; they are simply looking at the
pictures as a way to avoid engaging in the complex
processes of learning to read. The problem, according to Wertham, is that in reading comics children
focus far too much on the image to make meaning
and avoid engaging with the written word, a semiotic system that Wertham clearly sees as both more
complex and more important. Though he sees the
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visuality of comics as dangerous, Wertham shares
the notion with current proponents of comics that
the visual is more easily ingested and interpreted
than the written. Whether
the visual acts as a hindrance
Comics have made their
or a help to the acquisition of
way into schools mainly as
word-based literacy, the key
a scaffold for later learning
idea remains that the visual is
that is perceived to be
subservient to the written.
more difficult, in terms of
When I was growing up
both the literate practices
in the 1970s, I never saw
and content involved.
comics in school or in the public library unless they were
being read surreptitiously behind the cover of a novel
or other officially sanctioned book. Over the last
decade, however, there has been a movement to
claim a value for comics in the literacy education of
children. Comics have made their way into schools
mainly as a scaffold for later learning that is perceived to be more difficult, in terms of both the literate practices and content involved. For example,
Comics in Education, the online version of Gene Yang’s
final project for his master’s degree at California State
University, Hayward, embodies thinking that is typical of many educators who advocate the use of
comics in the classroom. Yang, a teacher and cartoonist, claims that the educational strength of comics is
that they are motivating, visual, permanent, intermediary, and popular. In emphasizing the motivational, visual permanency (in
Again, while I agree with
the way it slows down the flow
of information), intermediacy,
the inclusion of comics
and the popular, such
and graphic novels in
approaches inadvertently and
library collections, such
ironically align themselves
an approach places
with Wertham’s ideas about
severe limitations on the
the relationship between word
possibilities of our uses
and image, even while bringof the medium as
ing comics into the mainstream of education. Comics in
literacy educators.
this formulation are seen simply as a stepping stone to the acquisition of other,
higher skills. As a teaching tool, then, comics are
seen primarily as a way to motivate through their
popularity and to help slow-learning students, especially in the acquisition of reading skills (see Haugaard and Koenke). While I agree with these
attempts to argue for the value of comics in education, such an approach has limited value.
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Libraries have also been important in the
reconsideration of the place of comics as appropriate texts for children in their literacy learning and
acquisition. Recently, many librarians have been
arguing for the introduction of comics into library
collections, usually in the form of graphic novels, as
a way to get children into the library and interested
in reading. The main thrust of this argument is
that the presence of graphic novels will make the
library seem cool and interesting, especially among
the so-called reluctant readers, mainly adolescent
boys, who seem to show little interest in reading or
in libraries (see Crawford and Simmons). Graphic
novels can compete with video games, television,
and movies, giving the library the advantage it
needs to get this specifically targeted demographic
through the door. Many public libraries and librarians have seen the power of comics and graphic novels as a tool for drawing young people into the
library, getting them first to read those comics and
then building on that scaffold to turn them into
lifelong readers. Again, while I agree with the
inclusion of comics and graphic novels in library
collections, such an approach places severe limitations on the possibilities of our uses of the medium
as literacy educators.
To think through these ideas, let’s assume
that this strategy has some of its desired effects in
drawing reluctant readers into the library and
coaxing them to read. What can we then say about
the effects of this approach and its conception of
comics and their relation to developing literate
practices? On the one hand, the use of graphic novels is seen as one strategy in teaching and encouraging literacy and literate practices; on the other
hand, graphic novels are still regarded as a way station on the road to “higher” forms of literacy and
to more challenging and, by implication, worthwhile texts. I’m not trying to suggest that reading
comics or graphic novels exists apart from the
world of word-based texts as a whole or the complex matrix of literacy acquisition. Rather, I’m
simply pointing out that in the development of
children’s and adolescents’ literacies, reading
comics has almost always been seen as a debased
form of word-based literacy, albeit an important
intermediate step to more advanced forms of textual literacy, rather than as a complex form of multimodal literacy.
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Comics as Multimodal Literacy:
The Theory
If we think about comics as multimodal texts that
involve multiple kinds of meaning making, we do
not give up the benefits of word-based literacy
instruction but strengthen it through the inclusion
of visual and other literacies. This complex view of
literacy is touched on but never fully fleshed out in
two excellent recent articles on comics and education: Rocco Versaci’s “How Comic Books Can
Change the Way Our Students See Literature: One
Teacher’s Perspective” and Bonny Norton’s “The
Motivating Power of Comic Books: Insights from
Archie Comic Readers.” By situating our thinking
about comics, literacy, and education within a
framework that views literacy as occurring in multiple modes, we can use comics to greater effectiveness
in our teaching at all levels by helping us to arm
students with the critical-literacy skills they need to
negotiate diverse systems of meaning making.
I’m going to offer an example of how comics
engage multiple literacies by looking at Ted
Naifeh’s Polly and the Pirates, but first let me give a
brief outline of these multiple systems of meaning
making. As texts, comics provide a complex environment for the negotiation of meaning, beginning
with the layout of the page itself. The comics page is
separated into multiple panels, divided from each
other by gutters, physical or conceptual spaces
through which connections are made and meanings
are negotiated; readers must fill in the blanks within
these gutters and make connections between panels.
Images of people, objects, animals, and settings,
word balloons, lettering, sound effects, and gutters
all come together to form page layouts that work to
create meaning in distinctive ways and in multiple
realms of meaning making. In these multiple realms
of meaning making, comics engage in what the
New London Group of literacy scholars calls multimodality, a way of thinking that seeks to push literacy educators, broadly defined and at all levels of
teaching, to think about literacy in ways that move
beyond a focus on strictly word-based literacy. In
the introduction to the New London Group’s collection, Multiliteracies: Literacy Learning and the Design
of Social Futures, Bill Cope and Mary Kalantzis write
that their approach “relates to the increasing multiplicity and integration of significant modes of

meaning-making, where the textual is also related
to the visual, the audio, the spatial, the behavioural,
and so on. . . . Meaning is made in ways that are
increasingly multimodal—in which written-linguistic modes of meaning are part and parcel of
visual, audio, and spatial patterns of meaning” (5).
By embracing the idea of multimodal literacy in
relation to comics, then, we can help students
engage critically with ways of making meaning that
exist all around them, since multimodal texts
include much of the content on the Internet, interactive multimedia, newspapers, television, film,
instructional textbooks, and many other texts in our
contemporary society.
Such a multimodal approach to reading and
writing asserts that in engaging with texts, we
interact with up to six design elements, including
linguistic, audio, visual, gestural, and spatial
modes, as well as multimodal
design, “of a different order to By embracing the idea of
the others as it represents the multimodal literacy in
patterns of interconnections relation to comics, then,
among the other modes” (New we can help students
London Group 25). In the first engage critically with
two pages from Polly and the
ways of making meaning
Pirates, all of these design elements are present, including a that exist all around
textual and visual representa- them, since multimodal
tion of the audio element. texts include much of the
Despite the existence of these content on the Internet,
multiple modes of meaning interactive multimedia,
making, however, the focus in
newspapers, television,
thinking about the relationship between comics and edu- film, instructional
cation is almost always on the textbooks, and many
linguistic element, repre- other texts in our
sented here by the words in contemporary society.
the word balloons (or, in the
conventions of comics, the dialogue from each of the
characters) and the narrative text boxes in the first
three panels (which we later find out are also spoken
dialogue by a narrator present in the story).
As discussed earlier, comics are seen as a simplified version of word-based texts, with the words
supplemented and made easier to understand by
the pictures. If we take a multimodal approach to
texts such as comics, however, the picture of meaning making becomes much more complex. In wordbased texts, our interaction with words forms an
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environment for meaning making that is extremely
complex. In comics and other multimodal texts,
there are five other elements added to the mix.
Thought about in this way, comics are not just simpler versions of word-based texts but can be viewed
as the complex textual environments that they are.

Comics as Multimodal Literacy:
Polly and the Pirates in the Classroom
In comics, there are elements present besides words,
but these elements are just as important in making
meaning from the text. In fact, it is impossible to
make full sense of the words on the page in isolation
from the audio, visual, gestural, and spatial. For
example, the first page of Polly and the Pirates (the
first issue of a six-issue miniseries) opens with three
panels of words from what the reader takes to be the
story’s narrative voice. Why? Partially it is because of
what the words say—how they introduce a character
and begin to set up the story—but also it is because
of the text boxes that enclose the words. That is,
most people understand from their experiences of
reading comics at some point in their history that
words in text boxes almost always contain the story’s
narrative voice and denote a different kind of voice
than do words in dialogue balloons. What’s more,
these text boxes deviate in shape and design from the
even rectangles usually seen in comics; instead, they
are depicted more like scrolls, a visual element that
calls to mind both the time period and genre associated with pirates. Not only does this visual element
help to place the reader temporally and generically,
but it, along with lettering and punctuation, also
aids in indicating tone, voice inflection, cadence, and
emotional tenor by giving visual representation to
the text’s audio element. We are better able to “hear”
the narrator’s voice because we can see what words
are emphasized by the bold lettering, and we associate particular kinds of voices with the narrative voice
of a pirate’s tale, especially emphasized here by the
shape of the text boxes. Both the visual and the audio
thus influence the way we read the words in a comic,
as can be seen in these three opening panels.
It seems to me, however, that the key lies in
going beyond the way we make meaning from the
words alone and considering the other visual elements, as well as the gestural and spatial. If I were
teaching this text, I would engage students in a dis-
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Polly and the Pirates ™ and © 2006 Ted Naifeh. Published by
Oni Press Inc. Used with permission.

cussion about how they understand what is going
on in the story and how they make meaning from
it. Depending on the level of the class, I would
stress different elements at varying levels of complexity. Here I will offer an example of how I make
meaning from these pages and of some of the elements I might discuss with students.
In talking about the visual, I would consider
such things as the use of line and white space, shading,
perspective, distance, depth of field, and composition.
The gestural refers to facial expression and body posture, while the spatial refers to the meanings of environmental and architectural space, which, in the case of
comics, can be conceived as the layout of panels on the
page and the relation between these panels through use
of gutter space. The opening panel depicts a ship,
mainly in silhouette, sailing on the ocean; we are not
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Polly and the Pirates ™ and © 2006 Ted Naifeh. Published by
Oni Press Inc. Used with permission.

given details, but instead see the looming presence of a
ship that we are led to believe is a pirate ship by the
words in the text boxes. The ship is in the center of an
unbordered panel and is the only element in focus,
though its details are obscured. The unbordered panel
indicates openness, literally and metaphorically, and
this opening shot thus acts much in the same way as an
establishing shot in a film, orienting us both in terms
of place and in terms of genre. The second panel pulls
in closer to reveal a silhouetted figure standing on the
deck of the ship. She is framed between the sails, and
the panel’s composition draws our eyes toward her as
the central figure in the frame. She is clearly at home,
one arm thrust forward while the other points back
with sword in hand, her legs anchoring herself securely
as she gazes across the ocean. The third panel pulls in
even farther to a close-up of her face, the top half in

shadow and the bottom half showing a slight smile.
She is framed by her sword on the left and the riggings
of the ship on the right, perfectly in her element, yet
obscured from our view. Here and in the previous
panel, gestural and visual design indicate who is the
center of the story and the way in which she confidently belongs in this setting. At the same time, the
spatial layout of the page and the progression of the
panels from establishing shot to close-up and from
unbordered panels to bordered and internally framed
panels help us to establish the relationship of the
woman to the ship and to the story; as we move from
one panel to the next, we must make connections
between the panels that are implied by the gutter. Linguistic, visual, audio, gestural, and spatial elements
combine in these first three panels to set up expectations in the reader for the type of story and its narrative
approach. Taken together, these elements form a multimodal system of meaning making.
What happens in the fourth panel serves to
undercut these expectations as we find out that the narrative voice actually belongs to one of the characters in
the story, as evidenced by the shift from text box to dialogue balloon even though the voice is clearly the same
as in the first three panels of the page. Spatially, we are
presented with a larger panel that is visually dominated
by the presence of a book called A History of the Pirate
Queen. This book presumably
details the story to which we had We are better able to
been introduced in the first three “hear” the narrator’s voice
panels. The character holding
because we can see what
the book is presenting it to
someone and, because of the words are emphasized by
panel’s composition, is also effec- the bold lettering, and we
tively presenting it to us, the associate particular kinds
readers. The gesture becomes of voices with the
one of offering this story up to narrative voice of a
us, a story that simultaneously pirate’s tale, especially
becomes a romance as well as a
emphasized here by the
pirate story as evidenced by the
words the character says and the shape of the text boxes.
way she says them (with the
bold emphasis on dream and marry). At this point, we do
not know who this character is or to whom she is speaking, and the answers to these questions will be deferred
until we turn to the second page.
On the first panel of page 2, we see three girls,
each taking up about a third of the panel, with
them and the background in focused detail. Both
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the words and facial expression of the first girl indicate her stance toward the story, while the words
and facial expression of the second girl indicate her
indignation at the attitude of
the first girl (whom we learn
Knowledge of linguistic,
is named Sarah). The third
audio, visual, gestural,
girl is looking to the right,
and spatial conventions
away from the other two, and
within comics affects the
has a blank expression on her
ways in which we read
face. The next panel depicts
and the meanings we
the second and third girls,
assign to texts, just as
pulling in to a tighter closeup that balances one girl and
knowledge of
either side of the panel and
conventions within
obscures the background so
word-based literacy
that we will focus on their
affects the ways in which
faces and dialogue. The
those texts are read.
unbordered panel again indicates openness and momentary detachment from their surroundings. Polly is
at a loss for words and is not paying attention to the
other girl, as indicated by the ellipses and truncated
dialogue balloons, as well as her eyes that are pointing to the right, away from the other girl. Spatially,
the transition to panel 3 once more encloses them
in the world that we now see is a classroom in an
overhead shot that places the students in relation to
the teacher. The teacher’s words restore order to the
class and, on a narrative level, name the third of the
three girls and the narrative voice of the opening
page. The story of the pirates that began on page 1
is now contained within the world of school, and
we are left to wonder how the tensions between
these two stories/worlds will play out in the
remaining pages. As you can see, much more than
words alone is used to make meaning in these first
two pages of Polly and the Pirates.

Conclusion
My process of making meaning from these pages of
Polly and the Pirates is one of many meanings within
the matrix of possibilities inherent in the text. As a
reader, I am actively engaging with the “grammars,” including discourse and genre conventions,
within this multimodal text as I seek to
create/negotiate meaning; such a theory of meaning
making with multimodal texts acknowledges the
social and semiotic structures that surround us and
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within which we exist, while at the same time it
recognizes individual agency and experience in the
creation of meaning. Knowledge of linguistic,
audio, visual, gestural, and spatial conventions
within comics affects the ways in which we read
and the meanings we assign to texts, just as knowledge of conventions within word-based literacy
affects the ways in which those texts are read. For
example, the conventions discussed above in terms
of the grammar of comics would have been available to Naifeh as he created Polly and the Pirates,
just as they are also available to me and to all other
readers of his text. These conventions form the
underlying structure of the process of making
meaning, while familiarity with these conventions,
practice in reading comics, interest, prior experience, and attention given to that reading all come
into play in the exercise of agency on the part of the
reader (and writer). Structure and agency interact so
that we are influenced by design conventions and
grammars as we read but are not determined by
them; though we are subject to the same set of
grammars, my reading of the text is not necessarily
the same as that of someone else.
Reading and writing multimodal texts, then,
is an active process, both for creators and for readers who by necessity engage in the active production of meaning and who use all resources available
to them based on their familiarity with the comics
medium and its inherent grammars, their histories, life experiences, and interests. In turn, every
act of creating meaning from a multimodal text,
happening as it does at the intersection of structure
and agency, contributes to the ongoing process of
becoming a multimodally literate person. By
teaching students to become conscious and critical
of the ways in which they make meaning from
multimodal texts such as comics, we can also teach
students to become more literate with a wide range
of multimodal texts. By complicating our view of
comics so that we do not see them as simply an
intermediary step to more complex word-based literacy, we can more effectively help students
become active creators, rather than passive consumers, of meaning in their interactions with a
wide variety of multimodal texts. In doing so, we
harness the real power of comics in the classroom
and prepare students for better negotiating their
worlds of meaning.
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READWRITETHINK CONNECTION
Jacobs persuasively states the need for comics in the classroom and presents a way of using them. The
ReadWriteThink lesson plan “The Comic Book Show and Tell” introduces the use of comics in the classroom.
Students learn about the people involved in making comic books and learn the centrality of the script to the
process. They craft comic-book scripts using clear, accurate, descriptive, and detailed writing that shows
(illustrates) and tells (directs). After peers create an artistic interpretation of the script, students revise their original
scripts. http://www.readwritethink.org/lessons/lesson_view.asp?id=921

EJ 25 Years Ago
Graffiti Juggles the Balls of Whimsy
But most important perhaps, graffiti nicely shows how humor varies in its tone or stance. It shows a continuum
of widely-different attitudes from light to dark. This broad band extends all the way from sheer whimsy and
caprice, sunny and playful, to the garden-variety comic, then on to dry wit, including parody and repartee and
of course satire and irony (both heavy sarcasm and subtler understatement), and finally black humor and the
grotesque and absurd, all cloudiness now. . . . Graffiti is great for teaching about poetic and other stepped-up
language. . . . But foremost, graffiti’s for humor, the guffaw, the chuckle, the smile. Kids like how graffiti juggles the balls of whimsy in the air in sheer sportiveness and how it uses wit to nail a target to the wall.
James P. Beck. “Graffiti: The Vulgar Blackboard’s Wit.” EJ 71.3 (1982):73–74.
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